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PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, Homeschool, StaffPage 2This set of clip art contains 42 Hi-Res color images for the letters U-Z. Use common words like up, van, web, x-ray, yarn, and zoo. Or introduce students to new vocabulary with images such as urn, Valentine's Day, pipe, xylophone, yam or zombie! Use the clip art to create your own
worksheets, flash cardpage 3PreK, kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12., HomeschoolPage 4PreK, Kindergarten, 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., HomeschoolPage 5PreK, Kindergarten, 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7., 8.page 6PreK, Kindergarten, 1., 2., 3.page 75., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 11., 12. You know what that means! Snap your Phonics Dance
Freebie on Teachers Pay Teachers: Let's sort ordinary nouns! What is a nobiss? It's a person, place, animal, thing! Something you can touch! Common nouns are all old nouns! You start with lowercase letters! Sort them into their categories on the next page . In each row there is a person, place, animal and thing. When you're done sorting, draw a picture to
show what each Noun is! Need more noun, verb and adjective worksheets? Check out our mini unit also on teachers paying teachers introducing nouns, verbs, adjectives, the Phonics Dance Way! : It's FRIDAY! You know what that means! Snap your Phonics Dance Freebie on Teachers Pay Teachers: Let's sort ordinary nouns! What is a nobiss? It's a
person, place, animal, thing! Something you can touch! Common nouns are all old nouns! You start with lowercase letters! Sort them into their categories on the next page . In each row there is a person, place, animal and thing. When you're done sorting, draw a picture to show what each Noun is! Need more noun, verb and adjective worksheets? Check out
our mini unit also on teachers paying teachers introducing nouns, verbs, adjectives, the Phonics Dance Way! : PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, Homeschool, StaffPage 2This set of clip art contains 42 Hi-Res color images for the letters U-Z. Use common words like up, van, web, x-ray, yarn, and zoo. Or introduce students to new vocabulary with
images such as urn, Valentine's Day, pipe, xylophone, yam or zombie! Use the clip art to create your own worksheets, flash cardpage 3PreK, kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 11., 12., HomeschoolPage 4PreK, Kindergarten, 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., HomeschoolPage 5PreK, Kindergarten, 1., 2., 3., 4., 5., 6., 7., 8.Seite 6PreK, Kindergarten,
1., 2., 3.Seite 75., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 11., 12. 12. our product page! We are pleased to offer a variety of products for primary school educators that can be easily implemented in the classroom! If you want to order one of the following products. Simply print and fill out one of the order forms on the left and send an email with The Phonics Dance Audio CD
Companion Learn all the chants, rhymes and songs that involve your students in the reading and writing process! Can be used with all class-specific manuals above and Multi-Grade/Title I manual. Creative Writing: The Phonics Dance Way This 393-page manual is designed to help students improve their writing and language skills. Lessons are easy to
prepare and present. Each writing lesson offers suggestions for DasSa sounds, brainstorming, teacher modeling, and a pre-made book or writing sheet. Students' prompts are based on the eleven different formats of writing (some of which include directions, summaries, compelling, friendly letters, and fictional narratives). Now that your class is Phonics
Dancing! It's time to focus on reading. The five main components and objectives of literacy are Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, Fluency, Vocabulary and Comprehension. This guide contains strategies to improve your students' reading while reading and reading while integrating their brains for better reading. Additional writing lessons are also included. Way
Beyond the Phonics Dance: Volume 1 A supplement to Beyond the Phonics Dance. Way Beyond the Phonics Dance Volumes 1 and 2 offer thematic language art, social sciences and math lessons holiday style. Volume 1 includes seasonal lessons for Columbus Day, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas and Chanukah. 245 pages. Way Beyond the Phonics
Dance: Volume 2 A supplement to Beyond the Phonics Dance. Way Beyond the Phonics Dance Volumes 1 and 2 offer thematic language art, social sciences and math lessons holiday style. Volume 2 includes seasonal lessons for winter, Martin Luther King's Day, Valentine's Day, President's Day, St. Patrick's Day, Easter and Mother's Day. 321 pages. Math
Mania in the Primarklassen This 312 page book is rich in teaching ideas that complement and expand concepts that are part of all mathematical elementary school classes. These easy-to-implement teaching strategies expand learning for every student in your classroom. Many rhymes, chants and songs are included to increase understanding throughout the
math curriculum. The Phonics Dance Alphabet Cards The Phonics Dance Alphabet 26 colorful 8 x 11 images that match the word associations for the Phonics Dance Alphabet. Order in Manuscript or D'Nealian The Phonics Dance - Hunk &amp; Chunk Cards 44 colorful 3x4 linking with each Hunk and Chunk Combined Set- Alphabet Cards and Hunk &amp;
Chunk Cards A combined set of the above 8x11 Alphabet images and small hunk and chunk cards *Please note- All information on this page can be changed without modification. Be. Math Mania Audio CD Companion Learn all the chants, rhymes and songs that your students can join in the Mathematical Curriculum. Order Forms Language Arts/Creative
Arts Connection This book is a collection of language art concepts from Beyond the Phonics Dance and Way Beyond the Phonics Dance Volumes 1 &amp; 2 coupled with simple art activities that any primary school teacher can integrate into the classroom. Activities include 3D, lions, tissue paper hearts, creature features, and monster and frog dolls. These
are just some of the art enhancements that coincide with language art concepts and turn your classroom into a colorful gallery. This guide is intended for second- and third-grade teachers who want to continue Phonics Dance with higher level content and fast pace. The art of hunking and chunking in combination with word wall games keeps your students
thinking when they make connections to word structures and language art concepts. There are over 150 pages of phonics guide that check hunks and chunks, possessives, prefixes, suffixes, and other concepts dictated by national standards. The Phonics Dance - Alphabet Desk Strips The Phonics Dance Alphabet - 26 colorful images that match the word
associations for the Phonics Dance Alphabet, combined in a desktop strip for students to use at their desk. Amount of 28 4 x 14 strips. Available in Manuscript or Denelian. The Phonics Dance - Hunk &amp; Chunk Desk Strips The Phonics Dance Hunk &amp; Chunks 40 colorful images that combine hunk and chunks, combined in a desktop strip for students
to use at their deskset of 28 4 x 14 strips. When you perform your class for an audience, you can share special occasions with parents, students, and staff in your school! This book of seasonal games is divided into five categories: Halloween, Christmas and Chanukah, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day and Just for Fun. It contains over 75 plays, poems, songs
and puzzles that enable the children in your class to build self-confidence through public speaking. Watch how fluent and expressive declines as your class presents award-winning shows all year round! 186 pages kindergarten beginning dance lessons kindergarten teacher, it's time to introduce letters and their sounds by being in tune with the dance! Once
your class has mastery of letters, sounds, and segmentation, it's time to slip into the fusion. Finally, let's chicken cha cha with the simplest guys and chunks! This manual includes entire group lessons, partner activities and differentiated instruction to meet the needs of your kindergarten children. Chickens Cha Cha in the Dark An extension of Phonics Dance
worksheets, this of poems allows your students to show what they know, how they read rhymes that contain common phonograms, consoan clusters, root words, prefixes, suffixes and, of course, the hunks &amp; chunks. This manual also contains seasonal poetry that crosses the curriculum. More Math Mania for Grades This manual provides enrichment
lessons from fact families to algebra. The worksheets, activities and games are easy to differentiate. You will find addition, fact families, algebra, graph, rounding, location values, surveys and more! * Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader Reader * Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader Supplemental Kindergarten Worksheets Alphabet lessons that amplify and
complement the worksheets in the original Kindergarten Phonics Dance manual. Letter hunting, reading activities, experiments, creative play, cooking and lots of fun! * Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader Welcome to Phonics Dance! Now you can order grade-level-specific manuals! Second Grade Advanced Dance Lessons The dance goes into second grade,
as seven-, eight- and nine-year-olds swirl through each grading phase and chunk through it. It all starts with a quick alphabet check that allows your class to move to the vowels. From there, the word detective agency is in full swing as your students search for root words, prefixes, suffixes, and other components of the sound attack. This manual includes
group lessons for all hunks and chunks, as well as over 100 extension word hours to enhance the dance until the end of the year. * Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader Dance Lessons K-2 (Multi-Grade Level, Tile I, Special Ed) This guide allows your students to integrate dance at their own development level. Alphabet verification is the main component. From
there it's time to mix and then hunk and chunk. Do your students need segmentation lessons? Here it is! Mixture? We have it! It's easy to be a word detective if you know what you're looking for! This manual includes group lessons for all hunks and chunks, as well as over 100 extension word hours to enhance the dance until the end of the year. * Requires
Adobe Acrobat Reader Morning Questions: Another Good Morning (Volume II ) Common Core is all about connections and themes. Choose a question that will set up your learning for the day! Editing is easy if you only have a few sentences to see! The themes in this book do not overlap with the original Morning Questions book. The Stumper game does it!
Bring your class to engage in the art of listening to others talk! Morning Questions: The Phonics Dance Way (Volume I) Let's learn how to reference words and then write sentences. It's all here in this guide that teaches simple editing strategies! Once your students understand the sentence structure, let them answer questions that correlate with Common
Core Path topics! Are your students listening to their classmates' answers? Play the stumper game and you'll find out! Word Work and Literacy Centers Let's groove! Starting from the simplest component that From words, to recognize initial sounds and end tones, to move towards segmentation, mixed and word families, this guide provides teachers with
easy-to-implement lessons. Common core standards can be easily how to send your students in search of words. Can you count syllable like a robot? Try it! It's simple! Literacy is all about which letter wins the competition! It's a race of letters. Who will finish first? Set of Scrambles, sorted with adjectives, nouns and verbs; it's all here. You can even go on a
real estate hunt! Literacy centers have never been so easy to run! Creative Writing with the Common Core Mathe Mania About The Common Core Class 1-3 Poetry and Readers Theater Complementary / Classroom Extensions The Phonics Dance Haunted Alphabet Cards BOO! Use these super scary alphabet cards to improve your classroom during the
Halloween season! The Phonics Dance Magnet Set Stick these beautifully illustrated hunks and chunks on any surface where you can place a magnet! The Phonics Dance Posters Did you know that every sentence in the whole wide world begins with a capital letter? Of course you did! But what are the other two times you want your class to use a capital
letter? There is a poster to let them know! Do you know Mystical Magical Y? How about Super Silent e? What are your set stoppers and do you want old Uncle Mario to deceive you? These 11 1/2 of 17 colored posters will reinforce the Phonics concepts that you teach throughout the year. The Phonics Dance Flash Cards Start any guided reading group with
a sound attack! These index cards amplify the heap and the chunks and 37 the most common phonograms! Help is on the way! Be a superhero in the classroom with these powerful Super Silent E glasses! Illustrated a page cut out. The Phonics Dance - Big Hunk &amp; Chunk Cards 44 colorful 5x7 illustrations bundled with each hunk and chunk with Audio
CDCost: 55.00 US Bundled with Audio CDCost: 55.00 US Bundled with Audio CDCost: 55.00 US Save 5 dollars when combined with one of the above class specific manuals the Phonics Dance Stories Booklets Illustrated Mini Stories booklets for each letter of the Alphabet A set of 26 brochures printed on 8.5 x 11 paper (double-sided) unassembled. Printed
in black and white for your students to color! The Phonics Dance Alphabet Magnets The Phonics Dance Alphabet 26 colorfully colored3 x 4 magnets, using the word associations for the Phonics Dance Alphabet The Phonics Dance - Hunk &amp; Chuck houses a house for every hunk and chunk family! No need to measure and cut your own hunk and chunk
houses. These are already produced and copied on cardboard. First Steps the Phonics Dance Preschool Style is aimed at four- and five-year-olds who are ready to dance lessons. Take your preschoolers through letter lessons that are fun and captivating. Each letter of the contains chants and movements, sub- and capital letters, art projects, games and
much more. Finished with a, b, c statement? Let's have fun with expansion lessons. You can sort letters and numbers, look at positions of letters or even be a word detective! It's time to dance before preschool Bundled with Audio CDCost: 55.00 US The Phonics Dance - Timeline This classroom timeline allows your students to track the important events that
will take place throughout the school year! The Phonics Dance - Word Wall Kit This kit contains the letters that hang on your word wall, words 1 - 300 from the Fry list, and all monster words! Phonics Dance &amp; Morning Math Mania This manual is designed to teach not only the guys and chunks, but also the introduction and verification of first-class
mathematical concepts. Word problems, fact families, number strategies, money counting, time telling, skip counting, adding, subtracting, patterns and more! These are the worksheets I use in my classroom. The spiral approach allows your students to see how mathematical concepts build on each other. FIRST GRADE DANCE LESSONS First-graders are
ready to switch to the alphabet from the first day of school and then find their rhythm when they start hunking and sticking on the eleventh day. Becoming a word detective is the goal of these six- and seven-year-olds! This manual includes group lessons for all hunks and chunks, as well as over 100 extension word hours to enhance the dance until the end of
the year. *Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader Bundled with Audio CDCost: 55.00 US The Phonics Dance - Alphabet Linking Chart The Phonics Dance Alphabet 26 colorful images that match the word associations for the Phonics Dance Alphabet, combined in one page for students to use at their desk. Number 28 8.5x11 pages. Available in Manuscript or
Denelian. The Phonics Dance - Hunk &amp; Chunk Linking Chart The Phonics Dance Hunk &amp; Chunks 40 colorful images linking hunk and chunks, combined on a page for students at their deskset of 28 8.5x11 pages
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